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By BOB HUNT
Some months ago your editor Marcia
Shannon decided to devote one issue of
the Alumnus to the undergraduate—the
students. Scheduling the project was
easy. The May issue would be the best.
To obtain the articles and stories, however, would he quite another thing. It
became obvious that in order to write
about the subject "Students", the author
would have to be either closely associated with the students or a student
himself.
Professor David Jacobsons journalism
workshop (English 368) took on the
project, and with the help of Marcia,
organized a plan, deadlines, and subject
material for this issue. It is with great
pleasure that we introduce to you the
student co-editors of the project.
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Barbara Katzen is a sophomore, a
member of Spurs, and Tri Delta sorority.
She claims a journalism major and is
presently Associate Editor of the Trail.
Stan Farber, also a sophomore and
journalism major, has been Sports Editor
of the Alumnus since the first issue fifteen
months ago. He is Sports Editor of the
Trail and UPS Athletic Publicity
Director.
A great many hours have been spent
by the students in accumulating the news
and writing the articles. The students
themselves decided the theme of the
magazine, the type of articles they would
write, who they would interview and in
the final analysis what they would include in the magazine.
Those journalism students who are
participating in this project are receiving
credit for the work they are doing.
"Working on the magazine and writing
the articles for a particular need present
good opportunities for the students to get
(Continued on page 6
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Faculty Members Honored
Fourteen faculty members who have served the
University of Puget Sound for more than 20 yeir'i wero
IsulIOlC1l at t banquet recently. Host organization was
the campus chapter of the American Association of
University Professors.
1-lonoied were: Dr. James B. Slater, whose service
dates back to 1919; Dr. Raymond S. Seward, 1923; Dr.
John D. Regester, 1924; Arthur L. Frederick, 1927; Warren L. Perry, 1927; Martha Pearl jones, 1930; Leonard
G. Jacobsen, 1931; Ellery Capen, 1931; Dr. Warren E.
Tomlinson, 1933; Dr. Raymond Powell, 1936; Dr. Lyle
S. Shelmidine, 1936; Dr. Philip B. Fehlandt, 1937;
Richard D. Smtih, 1938; and Frances Chihh, 1941.

Student Elections Spirited
Probably one of the most enthusiastic and spirited
campaigns ever to take place on the UPS campus has
just ended. \Vhfle the last few posters were taken down
from the student center bricks, many grinned victoriously
while others wondered in gloom after the results of the
ASB elections were finally made public.
Tom Johe, a junior from Lynden, \'Vashington,
emerged as victor for student body president. Tom was
a member of Inter-collegiate Knights. He was sophomore class president and served this year as ASB
second vice-president. He is a member of Sigma Nu
fraternity.
Sam Lassiter is the new student body first vicepresident, Dave Wolf is the second vice-president, and
Sue Clarke is the newly-elected secretary. The three
delegates-at-large to Central Board are Mary Brown,
\Varren Hanson, and Dave Purchase.

Sister School In Japan
A sister-university relationship between UPS and
Kita-Kvushu LT n i vers ity of Kokura, Japan, is now in
the planning stages.
The program calls for the exchange of current university ideas, pictures, folders and pamphlets of college
courses, and eventually, an exchange of delegates to
and from Japan.
Kita-Kyushu has already formed an extensive organization for fostering its program, and would like to send
representatives to UPS sometime in May.
A "Sister-University Day" is now being considered
by a campus committee, and Dr. Norman Thomas has
already given his approval for such a clay which would
officially proclaim Kita-Kyushu as a sister university
and would welcome its Japanese delegates.

The 43-member concert choir, the Adeiphians, recently
returned from a successful spring tour. Folk music and
sacred music composed this year's concert selections.

Adeiphians Tour...
Nineteen concerts in Washington, Idaho and Montana were sung by the 43-member Adeiphian Concert
Choir on its spring tour March 16-30. Folk music and
sacred music highlighted the program conducted by
Dr. Bruce Rodgers.
Spots visited were Mt. Vernon, Ephrata, Oroville,
Wenatchee, Spokane, Richland, Kennewick, Yakima,
Toppenish, Goldendale, Centralia and Aberdeen, Washington; Coeur d'Alene and Lewiston, Idaho; and Missoula, Havre and Helena, Montana.

Faculty Receive Grants
Thirteen UPS faculty members have been made
recipients of Danforth Foundation Summer Grants. This
is the third and last year that a grant of $10,000 from
the Danforth Foundation will be used by faculty members to continue their formal education or to pursue
research. In the past three years, the grant has been
administered to 27 members of the faculty.
This year's recipients are Dr. Wilbur Baisinger, Bill
Colby, Mrs. Jean Bowers, Ernest Combs, Dr. C. Brewster Coutler, Richard Flowers, Mrs. Beth Greisel, David
Jacobson, William Lindley, Miss Annabel Lee, Dr. J.
Stewart Lowther, Dr. Leroy Ostransky, and the Drs.
John and Esther Wagner.
(Continued on page 18)
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ho Gets Into College?
By

FRANK H.

BowIEs

Mr. Huwles is uudios of a hook "Hnw to Gt Into
College," published in 1955. In this article, he opens
new horizons and gives fresh advice and new idea.s for
thosi' increasing numbers of youngsters who want to go
to college at a time when getting into college seei:is
to be more and more difficult. Currently, he is heacliiig a
Carnegie supported study of university admissions theory
and practice around the world with headquarters at the
Paris office of UNESCO.
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What are my child's chances of getting into college?
What can I as a parent do to improve my child's
chances of getting into the college that seems best for
him? Chances are you've asked these questions, and
maybe other parents have asked them of you, for admission to college has become the nation's sure-fire topic
of conversation.
There is a quick answer to the first question—what
are my child's chances of getting into college? Any
child who has an I.Q. of ninety-five or better, who can
write a letter including a simple declarative sentence
such as "I want to go to your college," who can read
without moving his lips, and who can pay college
expenses up to $500 a year can go to college. But it
may also be true that t child with an I.Q. of 140 who
can do differential equations in his head may not get
to college.
Obviously, then, the general answer can only indicate that there is a fremendous range of institutions,
with varying standards and opportunities, and that many
factors determine actual chances of admission. For a
full answer to the question, we must examine and
describe these types of institutions.

There Are Three Types

of Colleges

"Preferred" institutions—the ones that receive the
most attention from high school students—number from
Four

100 to 150, depending on who makes the list. In my
judgment, the larger number is correct, and the list is
still growing. It should reach 200 by 1965, and 250 by
1970. The number of places available in preferred institutions—now approximately 100,000—slsoulcl increase to
about 150,000 during the next decade. It now costs about
$3,000 a year to send a child to a preferred institution.
"Standard" institutions—which are not selective at
admission, but will not admit any student obviously
destined to fail—number from 700 to 800. The larger
number includes about fifty that could be considered
part of the preferred list and another fifty that could be
placed on the easy list. In my judgment, the smaller
number is the right one for this category. It will stay
about constant over the next decade, with some shifting between lists. But enrollments within the standard
category will go up by at least fifty per cent. Costs
at standard institutions tend to run from $1,500 to
$2,500 per year. Yet some of these schools operate with
very low fees, and naturally the public ones are in the
lower cost brackets.
"Easy" institutions number about 800, of which 300
are four-year colleges and the rest junior colleges or
community colleges. The list will grow rapidly as
colleges are established over the next decade. Even
though some easy colleges will raise requirements and
join the standardgroup, there may well he 1,500 colleges
in this category by 1970. Enrollment will triple in the
same period.
At present about one-third of the easy institutions
are four-year private colleges with enrollment problems,
and many of these are frying to enter the standard
group. But almost all newly established institutions are

tax-supported. Thus by 1970 the number of private colleges on this level of education will be negligible.

West, students may enter some of the standard institutions with records that are relatively weak.

Cost of attending these institutions is now very
tuition ranges from nothing to $500 a year.

Students with poor records or poor programs who
still offer unusual qualifications, such as interest in
meteorology or astronomy, students who wish to follow
unusual programs in college, or students who are otherwise out of pattern will often find it difficult to enter
standard institutions. Curiously enough, they may well
encounter greater difficulty with such institutions than
they would have with many in the preferred category.
In other words, standard institutions are "standard" in
many senses of the word. They take care of the majority
of college students, and will continue to, but they do
not move much outside of a fixed pattern.

lOW;

What Are Your Chances For Admission?
With these descriptions established, let us consider
chances of admission to these institutions, now and in
the future. The "preferred" institutions are already difficult to enter, and will become more so. In general,
their requirements call for an academic standing in the
upper quarter of the secondary school class, and preferably in the upper tenth. School recommendations
must be favorable, and the individual must show signs
of maturity and purpose. Activities and student leadership have been much overplayed, particularly by parents
and school advisors, but they carry some weight as indications of maturity. Parental connections with colleges
help, but are rarely decisive. If any factor is decisive,
it is the school record as verified by College Board
scores.
The "standard" institutions taken as a group are
still accessible to any student whose past performance
or present promise gives reasonable chances of college
success. But there are gradations within the standard
institutions. Some approach the selectiveness of the
preferred group; others are purposefully lenient in their
admissmns and stiffer in later "weeding out" during the
first year of college.
A student shows reasonable chance of success when
he has taken it secondary school program, including at
least two years of mathematics, two years of a foreign
language, and four 'ears of English, has passed all subjects on the first try, and has produced good grades in
at least half of them. This means a school record not
too far below the middle of the class, at worst. Now
that nearly all standard institutions are requiring College
Boards or similar types of examinations, the school record has to be hacked by test scores placing the student
in the middle range of applicants ( CEEB scores of 400
or higher).
Such a student can be admitted to a standard institntion, but he may have to shop for vacancies, particularly if his marks and scores are on the low side and
if lie comes from a part of the country where there are
more candidates than vacancies. Thus students in the
Northeast of ten have to go outside their region to get
into a standard college, even if they have excellent
records. On the other hand, where there is still room
for expansion, as in the South and parts of the Middle

"Easy" institutions are by definition non-selective.
We can make several generalizations about them: First,
any high school graduate can enter an easy institution,
regardless of his I.Q., or his studies in school, or what
he hopes to do in college and after.
Second, an easy college usually offers a wide range
of courses, all the way from a continuation of the general high school course, to technical and semi-professional programs, to the standard college subjects.
'l'hird, easy colleges will draw some well-prepared
students who later go on to advanced degrees.
Fourth, since easy colleges are not selective (neither
keeping students out nor forcing them out), they must
operate so that students will make their own decisions,
and thus they must have a strong institutional emphasis
on guidance.
Fifth, since one of the most powerful of all selective
devices is the charge for tuition, easy colleges tend to
charge low, or no, tuition.
Sixth, easy colleges are a consequence, not a cause,
of enlarged demand for higher education. Even when
they offer programs which a few years ago would not
have been considered as college work, they do so in
response to demand. And the demand is increasing.
Flowever in 1970 it will still be possible for any student
to enter college.
To sum up, then, the answer to our first question is
that a student's chances of getting into college are
excellent—provided he is able and willing to do what
is necessary to prepare himself for the college he would
like to enter, or that he is willing to enter the college
that is willing to accept him.

Parents Must Promote Child's Reading
Lets turn now to our second question: What can
I as a parent do to improve my child's chances of getting
into the college that seems best for him? This is one
of the standard, rather heavy questions for which there
Five

are already available a great many standard, rather
heavy answers, dealing with the desirability of the good
life, the need for stable parents and other valid but
unenlightening pronouncements. But some of the problems raised by this question do not yield to standard
answers. Three such problems, or needs, deserve our
attention:
The need for parents to promote thinking, learning and reading.
Colleges, particularly the preferred colleges, are
bookish places and their entrance tests are built in part
to measure reading skills. The student with the habit
of reading will do better work in college than the student who relies on studying text books and memorizing
facts.
The habit of reading is most easily formed at
home. It can be formed by the presence and discussion of books. This means, for example, that the fifty
dollars that parents often spend on coaching for college
entrance tests can better be spent over two years in the
collection of fifty to sixty "highbrow" paperbacks. For
this is reading that will do more than any coaching
courses to improve test scores—and it will at the same
time improve preparation for college studies, which
coaching courses do not do.
The need for parents to make financial prepara-

tion for college.
College is a costly business. The preferred colleges
cost about $3,000 a year, and for most families with
children in college, it represents gross income of at
least $4,000. Referring back to the average span of six
years' attendance for students who enter a preferred
college, the family of such a student must dedicate
$24,000 of gross income for his college expenses.
The need to choose a college in terms of the
child's abilities and interests.
Much is made of the problem of choosing colleges,
and great effort goes into the process of choice. But the
results, if judged by the turmoil that attends the annual
selections, fall far short of expectations. The difficulty
seems to lie in the placing of emphasis on the college,
not the student. When the application is sent in, the
parent often knows more about the merits of the college
to which the application is going than he does about the
applicant as an applicant.
Naturally it is difficult for a parent to be objective
about his own child. But enough is now known about
evaluating individual abilities and achievements that
any parent who really wants to may view his child as the
child will be viewed by the college. Such an evaluation
is neither so difficult nor so time consuming as the
processes parents often go through in evaluating colleges. And since it relies on standard academic information, it involves little or no cost. Yet its value is inestimable. For if the choice of college is made in terms of
the child's capabilities, the first and most important
step has been taken toward placing the child in the
college that seems best for him. And this in turn is
the best insurance for a successful college career.
°Copyright 1961 by Editorial Projects for Education, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Here's Flow It's Done At UPS
Along with many leading colleges and universities,
Puget Sound requires its candidates for admission to
take the Scholastic Aptitude Test conducted by the
College Entrance Examination Board.
The SAT is a measure of how well the student can
apply his intelligence and past experience to new situations of an academic nature. The results of the test
are used to measure probable success in college courses.
Puget Sound, however, has no cut-off scores whereby
one student will be accepted and another having a
score below him will not. The administration weighs
many other important factors, and if the prospective
student shows chances of succeeding despite a low
score on the SAT, he will probably be accepted.
On this page is a short review of the processes
through which the student goes from the time he takes
the SAT until after he is accepted for admission to UPS:
Student writes letter to CEEB several months
in advance for testing information and testing date.
Student takes three-hour test in specified testing
center located in area closest to him.
Test is scored by machine and results are sent
to school to which the student has applied. UPS uses a
scoring machine for summer scoring of tests.
An admissions committee handles test scores
and weighs them along with student's past record and
probable chance of success.
After the student has been admitted, he is
assigned to an adviser in his major field. The adviser
helps him plan his program for the next four years and
is ready to offer assistance when needed.

From Student Center . . 206
(Continued from page 2)
basic knowledge of practical experience in writing,"
Mr. Jacobson said. "The variety of experience the
students get in writing, composing, editing and pasteups
gives them an opportunity to see not only what the subject is, but also how well they work and think under fire."
From cover to cover, with just a few exceptions, the
stu(lefltS have written all the articles including the
Alumni Class Notes. It is a wonderful way not only to
get the students to think and write in terms of articles
and to get their ideas down in black and white, but it
also gives its a bird's-eye view of student opinion and
student thought. We hope this will prove to be interesting and successful enough to plan a student issue next
year.
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UPs Is tana aru

Dean Smith Evaluates UPS on Bowles' Theor y

Deaii Smith greets bevy of Ireshmen. Carrie Farman and Barbara Feltis are seen center and right.

By

BARBARA KATZEN '63

Frank H. Bowles, in his article "Who Gets Into
Col1ege" (see page 4) categorizes all colleges and
universities into three divisions—"preferred," "standard"
and "easy." According to Richard Dale Smith, dean of
students, UPS would have to fall into the "standard"
category because we do not limit our enrollment nor
do we charge a rate comparable to that of the "preferred" schools. However he feels that there really
cannot be a rigid break-down of colleges, for there are
a great many and each one varies only slightly from
the next. One may actually be closer to the "preferred"
ranking yet still be considered "standard" according to
Bowles' reasoning. Dean Smith feels that only for clarity
and interest did Bowles try to dramatize his article
by using the three divisions.
By categorizing UPS under Bowlcs' "standard"
rank, are we at a disadvantage? Definitely not, for as
Dean Smith says, "We feel it is our responsibility to

grow with the area, and we will admit anyone showing
the ability to get through school with reasonable success, whereas a 'preferred' school has arbitrary requirements which must first be met, thereby limiting
enrollment,"
It is in this way that UPS differs from Bowles' "preferred" schools. We have no arbitrary entrance requirements such as grade points, test scores, or specified high
school courses. Each applicant is given individual consideration because each is different and must be
handled as such. A careful evaluation of the student's
record is then made to determine his likelihood of success in college. We accept any bonafide student who
shows a desire to continue his education and who shows
evidence that he can succeed.
No student is denied admission to UPS because
he has not taken certain subjects in high school. "We
are concerned with the performance students have
shown on the subjects they did take," said Dean Smith.
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grants and loans are available to any promising student
if he needs financial assistance.
Being a member of a certain family, possibly
alumni of the college does not guarantee admittance,
for this is no valid measurement of college success. "Of
course we are interested in the sons and daughters of
our alumni" said Dean Smith, "but if they cannot make
the college grade, their family connections are not a
factor determining their admittance."

I_

These three admissions counselors are interested in
helping students in every way possible. From left are
Mrs. Mary Curran, admissions secretary; James Nelson,
director of men's affairs and associate director of acimissions; Richard D. Smith, clean of students and director
of admissions.

"This affects what they can do in college." Nor is a
student required to have any arbitrary grade point
average above which we will admit and below which
we will reject. Grades are important, yes, just as are
activities indicating that the prospective student has
adjusted to people and school life, yet UPS tries to take
all factors into consideration and "paint a picture" of
the student in order to find out if he will succeed. This
is not done in many of the larger, "preferred" institutions. If the student is a borderline case, he will not be
considered for acceptance. The required entrance grade
point average for a "preferred" institution may be 3.00.
According to policy the student having a 2.98 CPA
would not be considered as a prospective incoming
freshman.
The prospective UPS freshman needs to have graduated from an accredited high school, show records of
significant academic achievement, recommendations
that he is qualified in terms of academic ability and
character and a satisfactory record on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test given by the College Entrance Examination Board.
Money need not be a major factor in admission
either. The cost of a college education is naturally
rising just as is everything else. Yet work, scholarships,

Eight

Nor is religion a deciding factor in admission to
UPS. "Naturally it is hoped that the student will continue to be active in the church of his choice. We feel
that by associating with people of many denominations,
the student will he better adjusted after he is graduated
and on his own," said Dean Smith.
Once the student has been accepted into a college,
he has the problem of staying in. The competition is
getting more keen each year, and applicants whose
records show that college would not be good for them
must be weeded out.
Even though there is a weeding out process before
the applicant is accepted, drop-outs do occur because
some are not able to keep up Nvith the work. Still,
others drop out because of financial reasons, and still
more because of marriage. The majority of drop-outs
take place at the end of the freshman year, and more,
but not as many, at the end of the sophomore year. If
a student has made it through three years of schooling,
he will most likely graduate.
In order to prevent large numbers of drops, the
administration is trying to provide better counseling so
that the student will receive assistance before his problems get out of hand. Financial aid is also being provided
so that the student is able to work fewer hours in supporting himself, thus giving him more time to spend
on school work.
Dean Smith concluded by saving that not only
does the student prepare for an excellent career in the
professions, business or industry but also learns much
about the world in which he lives and the people in it.
Most important, perhaps, is that he learns how to learn.

Science Hall and Dorms to be Built
By STAN FARBER '63
The population explosion has begun to make its
impact upon the UPS campus. Today the University
serves almost 4,000 students annually, nearly 2,000 in
daytime classes and another 500 in late afternoon and
evening courses An additional 600 attend off-campus
classes at nearby Fort Lewis, Madigan Army Hospital
and McChord Field military reservations and other
centers. More than 800 enroll during the summer
sessions.
The wave of "war babies" now reaching college
age and the increasing percentage of high school graduates entering colleges and universities have brought
about some serious consideration of what the future
holds for the university, it has been estimated that,
to keep pace with the population growth alone, UPS
must expand 30 per cent before 1970.
Planning for the future must he done today, for
the anticipated large increases in enrollment are upon
the university. Here are some of the things that UPS
has done to meet the situation: a building a year has
been constructed for the last twelve years, assets have
been increased half a million dollars annually for the
past ten years, facilities have been remodeled and expanded, and data processing has been mechanized in
order to accommodate a larger enrollment.
In order to meet the increase in enrollment an
organized building plan has been drawn up. The biggest need at UPS is a new Science Building, not only in
terms of total enrollment, but because of the nationwide
emphasis on increased scientific training. Howartli Hall,
the present science building, was erected in 1927 and
dcliberatel over-built to permit future expansion. The
student body then was 677. Today 1,243 students are
using the building each week. Forty-eight classes are
held in the total of seven classrooms and fifteen
laboratories.
Science professors need more space for display,
demonstration and instructional materials, and for research. The Museum of Natural History, an important
teaching facility, is crowded from constant acquisition
of new specimens and must be expanded. Because of
lack of space, UPS has been forced to decline many
thousands of dollars in research grants from government
agencies and industry.
To meet the pressing need for more space for
science students, UPS has made plans to erect a twin
building to Howarth. The present science building,
according to plans, will become headquarters for expanded Chemistry. Geology, and Home Economics
departments. The new building will be utilized by
biology, physics, the Natural History Museum, and for

research and general classroom purposes. To obtain
maximum use of space, Howarth's twin hall will have,
within the same exterior dimensions, five floors instead
of four, and an underground passageway and laboratories will be located beneath the quadrangle to connect the two buildings.
The University of Puget Sound, originally set up
to serve Northwest residents, is moving towards residence college status—only 50 per cent of the students
now commute. As a result, five men's dormitory units
and two women's dorms are scheduled for construction, according to Dr. R. Franklin Thompson, UPS
president. Upon completion of these units, both men's
and women's dorms will form their own quadrangles.
There will be an ultimate dormitory residential capacity
of approximately 1,500.
Construction has already begun on five universityowned fraternity houses, a nearly one million dollar
project, on the block bounded by Union Avenue, Washington, 13th and 14th streets—across the street from
the football field. Plans are to have the five fraternities
ready by the start of spring semester, 1962. Eventual
capacity will be almost 300 students, although room for
200 house members is expected for next year.
Five of the six national fraternities on campusSigma Clii, Sigma Nu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kappa
Sigma and Phi Delta Theta—will ocupy the new homes.
Theta Clii will remain in its present location. A centrally
located underground kitchen will serve all five houses.
A parking lot for 52 cars will be located at ground
level above the kitchen.
Dr. Thompson also announced that UPS plans to
construct two women's dormitories to house another
200 coeds on campus. The anticipated date of occupancy
is September, 1962. Plans are not detailed enough to
establish firm cost estimates but, according to architect
Silas E. Nelsen, on the basis of previous construction
costs the new units are expected to range "beyond
$700,000—perhaps considerably in excess of that figure."
Where will the funds for the building program
come from? The answer is that UPS is a private, nontax-supported institution, dependent totally on funds
given by foundations, corporations and individuals for
its growth. The endowment is modest. Its interest at
customary rates helps to meet operating expenses of
the university, for, though many people do not realize
it, tuition fees pay only a nominal part of UPS' operating fund. Tuition rates have been increased—it will
cost a student $375 a semester, $750 a year for tuition
starting next fall—but they must be held down so
that worthy students are not denied an education. The
University is asking every interested person to aid with
the building projects.
Nine

Students and Faculty Collaborate

Typical of the general interest of students and faculty members on campus and curriculum
problems is the group pictured above which met in the Student Lounge. Dr. Robert Sprenger
may be seen in center of group at left while Dr. Margarette Walker is shown in print
dress at right.

New Science Hall and Dormitories
(Continued from page 9)
How important is alumni help? Naturally, UPS
looks toward its alumni for all the help they can give
their alma mater. It is hoped that the alumni association
will help to provide facilities for the enrollment of the
1970s. Most of the alumni—an estimated 65 per centare young and have graduated in the past fifteen years.
They can be counted on for future help.
In order to finance construction of present and
future buildings on campus, Dr. Thompson and members of the board of trustees call on businessmen to
contribute money to help UPS meet its growing pains.
Last year, this group called on 1800 businessmen and
raised $600,000 towards the building fund. This type
of work is typical of the duties that Dr. Thompson performs for the university. Since Dr. Thompson assumed
the presidency at UPS in 1942, fifteen buildings have
been added. Dr. Thompson can help those who give
to the university obtain substantial tax deductions. One
unwritten rule governs the UPS building schedule: onethird of the money must be on hand, one-third is raised
during construction, and one-third is raised after the
building has been completed.
Ten

There is room on the present 70-acre campus for
the addition of sixteen more buildings. As part of a
long-range plan, ten pieces of property near the campus
have been acquired in the last few years, according to
a formula that will allow the property to amortize itself
over a period of twenty years.
The htulcling program will not bring about any
major changes in curriculum. Courses will be upgraded
and the enrollment in classes will he larger. This
will enable UPS to stay in the forefront educationally
in the Pacific Northwest.
The university's relationship with the community
would not suffer because of the building program. As
new buildings go up and enrollment increases, property
values near the university are enhanced. The people
living near the university are given the benefit of the
cultural tradition of the neighboring college, and the
quality of homes near the campus seems to indicate this.

See Architect's Sketch of Fraternity Houses
on pages 12-13.

on Cominon Problems
Current Issue
Between Students
and Faculty
Concerns Final
Examinations

Robert Shcklin

By

ROBERT STICKLIN '63

Student-faculty relations at the university have
evolved to the point where faculty considers student
opinion on policies which effect them. A discussion
was led recently by Dr. Robert D. Sprenger on finals
week and the proposed honors programs. It rovoalcd,
significantly, a split in opinion about finals.
The faculty has not as yet come to any conclusion
on the subject for time has not allowed a complete
study of the pros and cons. Those in favor of eliminating finals feel that time would be more effectively
utilized if there were no closed period, and classes continued to the end of the semester. The opponents believe that, if finals were to be discarded, the student
would relax and forget about studying at the end of the
semester. The advantage of finals is that the student is
forced to review a course's material and put it into
proper perspective. It was agreed, however, cramming
was not beneficial to the student and should be sonichow elirujnatecl.

All

As for an honors program, everybody favored one
but the group could riot agree on what its exact nature
should be. The Faculty Honors Committee is studying
programs of other schools in an attempt to find one which
could effectively be put into practice here. Faculty and
students conclude that we need a program that would
enable the superior student to develop to his fullest
ities.
The gap between students and faculty has been
great in the past but communications are slowly improving. Many of the faculty wish to provide programs
acceptable to the students and which will enable student and teacher to work together on curriculum.

Important link between students and faculty is
study. The Collins Memorial Library provides excel.
lent study conditions and many necessary reference
books as students and professors continue their common goal of pursuit of knowledge.
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An architects' sketch of the five fraternity houses to be
built on the block bounded by Union Ave., No. 13th
and 14th Sts. is shown here looking south, Union Ave.
in the foreground. From the left, the houses are those
of Kappa Sigma, Sigma Nu, Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi
Delta Theta (in background) and Sigma Chi. Silas Nelsen
is the coordinating architect.
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Telethon Proves Huge Success
-

I

ARM-

In an unique effort to garner Alumni Association funds bN alumni of the t nis ersih of I'ugct
Sound, alums met around 10 telephones in the Student Center on campus to spend two hours
telephoning their former classmates. In the photo above, left to right, are Mrs. Franklin
Johnson, David Ferguson, Miss Marie Helnier, Ceorge Tibbits, Mrs. David Ferguson, Miss
Alice Morgan, Howard Larkin and Dr. Walter A. Anderson. New in the west, the telethon
idea has been used with
s by
uccci
outstanng
di universities in the Ivy League. The local
effort was headed by Don Jaenicke, Charles Zittel and Richard Haley.

Last January, alumnus Chuck Zittcl read a report
on the "telethon" method of fund raising, and wondered
if it would work at UPS. Sixty days, 2,000 phone calls,
and 700 pledges later, Chuck had his answer.
University president Dr. R. Franklin Thompson calls
the UPS telethon "One of the most exciting things I've
seen in nearly twenty years on the campus"; Alumni
president Don Jaenicke calls it "a major turning point
in the history of the alumni association", and Alumni
Director Bob Hunt says it was a "tremendous success".
The telethon is one of the most extraordinary team
efforts ever seen at the university. On eight evenings in
March, teams representing 26 different classes made
over 2,000 telephone calls and contacted 1,300 aturns.
These 140 volunteer callers put in a total of 14 hours
on the phone, and received 683 pledges, totalling
$7,000.00.
A remarkable 52% of the alums who were reached
by phone agreed to pledge. The national average for
other colleges and universities is about 40%.
Members of the 1961 fund drive committee agreed
that a number of factors are responsible for the success
of the telethon. These include the planning and followthrough work of Chuck Zittel; the administrative supervision of Bob Hunt; the recruiting of the team captains;
the talents of the volunteers who manned the phones
and the generosity of Tacoma area alums who responded
Fourteen

with pledges to build a greater University of Puget
Sound.
Each night of the telethon, teams of volunteer
callers assembled at the student center for a free dinner,
followed by a "warm-up session". Chuck Zittel, Dr.
Thompson, Don Jaenicke and Bob Hunt briefed the
callers on telephone techniques, answers to frequently
asked questions, and the progress of the drive thus far.
Promptly at 7:30 each night, the group adjourned
to another room in the basement of the Student Center
where ten phones had been installed. They began dialing numbers of Tacoma area alums which had been
sorted out on cards ahead of time. Each time a caller
received a pledge, he pushed a button which honked a
deep-throated "Victory Horn" that had been wired up
by Zittel. The horn honked an average of 85 times each
night.
After the first few calls each evening, callers who
had been apprehensive about fund-raising by telephone
gained confidence and enthusiasm. Many of the volunteers agreed that the telethon was "great fun", and said
they would be glad to work on it again.
The top telethon class was 1936, which raised a
total of $530.00. The top team was the 1933 through
1939 group, which brought in pledges for $1,448. This
team was captained by Marc Miller.

Sports Glance.**
By STAN FARBER '63
The Evergreen Conference swimming and diving
championships were again dominated by UPS swimmers as the Loggers swam to their second straight
league title in the Eastern Washington State College
pool.
Coach Don Duncan's Loggers piled up 127 1/2 points,
Western Washington was second with 80, followed by
Central Washington with 70 1/2 and Eastern with 55.
Pacific Lutheran and Whitworth didn't enter teams.
Ron Jones of UPS won first place honors in the
200-yard individual medley, the 200-yard freestyle, and
the 440-yard freestyle. Dave Handy set a new league
record in the 100-yard butterfly and also added the
200-yard butterfly title. Phil Oke took the other UPS
first in the 100-yard freestyle.
Over the past three years, the Loggers have won
sixteen straight league dual swim meets and are ranked
by coaches in the area as the top small college swimming power in the Northwest.

The all-Evergreen Conference basketball team was
recently announced, but only one team was picked. No
Logger made that team, but Scott Weatherwax—allEvergreen last year—and Fred Wilde received honorabie mention.
Weatherwax was selected for the Washington All
State College five by the Washington State Labor News.
He was the only small college basketball player listed
among the starting five. Others named were Frank
Burgess, Gonzaga; Eddie Miles, Seattle University; Bill
Hanson, University of Washington; and Terry Ball,
Washington State University. Fred Wilde, UPS center,
was listed on the honorable mention team.
Weatherwax was also picked as honorable mention
Little All-American for the second straight year by
United Press-International.
A recent Tacoma News Tribune column picked an
all-time all-Evergreen Conference basketball team. The
first team was composed of FLU's Chuck Curtis, Roger
Iverson and Gene Lundgaard, Eastern's Dick Eicher and
Whitworth's Phil Jordan. Jake Maberry of UPS was
named to the second team and Bobby Fincham, Warren
Moyles, Rod Gibbs and Bobby Angeline received honorable mention. It was noted that Fincham would have
placed higher, but he played only one year in the Evergreen Conference and didn't finish that season because
he was hurt in an automobile accident.

Spring coaching assignments are: Baseball, Wally
Erwin; Track, Harry Bird; Golf, Leonard (Buck)
Meacharn; and Tennis, Dave Jennings.

Jack Higgins, the sprinting sensation from Anacortes,
should again be a standout of the spring sports. Jack
won the NAIA district meet 100-yard dash in a time
of 9.5 seconds—only 2/10 of a second off the world's
record—and subsequently finished sixth in the NCAA
meet. He was invited to compete for the United States
Olympic Team and just missed a berth on the traveling
squad as he was edged out in the finals. Some of the
competition he had to meet in the NCAA and Olympic
Trials nicluded Ray Norton, Dave Sime and Charlie
Tidwell.
The baseball team has good hitting, but as to how
far they will go depends upon the pitching.
The golf squad is potentially an outstanding team,
but the tennis team is, at this point, a bit shy on
experience.
The Tacoma Athletic Federation put up an award,
given in memory of the late Jack Grader, former UPS
basketballer, for his outstanding contributions to recreation and athletics, to go to the most inspirational player
in the Tacoma City League basketball chase. FLU Jayvee
Jon Malmin won the award. Since the UPS Jayvees
decided to play tougher competition in the form of
junior colleges this year, the Logger reserves did not
enter the City League race, but they did win the
Tacoma AALJ championship.
Save the date—October 14. That is the date chosen
for the 1961 Homecoming game. The opponent will be
\Vhitworth College which has gone unbeaten in regular
season competition since the Loggers last defeated the
Pirates 6-0 two Homecomings ago.
UPS coaching grads had a mighty successful basketball record this year, judging from tournament placings.
Jake Maberry's Lynden five placed first in the Class
A state hoop meet at the Fieldhouse and Russ Wilkerson's Goldendale quintet finished third. In AA competition, Roger Ringstad's Mount Vernon team took fifth
place, but Jack Heinrick's Stadium Tigers failed to
place. Warren Moyles' Tacoma Pederson Fryer aggregation finished second in the state AAU basketball meet.
With summer fast approaching and school letting
out for a three-and-a-half months break, the problem
of finding jobs for athletes is once again upon the
athletic department.
If some of the UPS alumni are looking for summer
help, why not contact either Coach Heinrick or Coach
Erwin. They will be more than glad to try to find an
athlete in your area, who has had some experience in
your line of work. Athletes who are married also need
work during the school year to help provide food for
their families.
This little bit of help on the part of the alumni is a
tremendous plus factor in recruiting athletes to come
to the University of Puget Sound.
Fifteen

New Track Field—A new quarter-mile track and practice football field is under development
at the south end of the football field. Plans call for six lanes for running. The practice field
will be located on turf inside the running track. The track will be ready next spring and the
football field will get its first use in the fall of 1962. J. D. Shotwell, a member of the board
of trustees and a Tacoma contractor, is directing work on the new athletic addition. When
completed, the track will be Tacoma's finest.

LT

The 1961 swimming champion Loggers—Back
row: Dave Handy, Gary Willis, George Teats.
George Rolstad, Dutch Croughan, Staii Loc,
Coach Don Duncan; Middle row Bob Bacon,
John Sharp, Norm Clark, Bruce Schatz, Jim
Muller, jack Paul; Front row: Bill Bare, lIon
Jones, Phil Oke, Kimo Streeter, John Serameta.
Jerry Williams. Absent: Jerry Hartley.

Sixteen

The 1961 basketball Loggers—Knccliiig Rich
Brines, Alan Cray, lsadore Washington, Ray
Carey, Dale Moore, Dick Crowe; Standing
Asst. Coach John Marvin, Dick Strain. l)avc
\Voll, Ed Johnson, Scott Weatherwax. Bob
Sprague. 1 red \Vildc, Jerry Kaija, Don Ash,
Coach Wal lv ErNvio. Absent Bob j of insoi
W eatherwax has been chosen captain for neXt
%ear and Ed Johnson was named winner of t he
Inspiration Award.

•

Record Crowd—Packed tighter than a can of sardines, 7000 enthusiastic
basketball fans crowded into the UPS Ficldhouse to watch the finals of the
state high school Class A basketball tournament. The Fielclhouse capacity
is 6000 normally, but special bleachers were set up at each end to help seat
the huge crowd. With close inspection, jake Maherry, coach of the winning
Lynden Lions and former UPS basketball great, may be seen as the fourth
person seated in the first row to the right of the scoring bench.

Record Bieaker—One of the world's
fastest humans is Jack Higgins who
runs the 100-yard dash in 9.5 seconds,
only 2/10 of a second off the world
record. Jack finished sixth in the
NCAA meet last year and competed in
the Olympic Tryouts last summer,
Jack has also earned a UPS letter in
basketball.
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Play BaIl!—The University of Puget Sound baseball
team is poised for action. The Loggers delcated Western
\Vashington, the team at hat, 2-1 in an early season
Evergreen Conference game to temporarily take the
Western Division lead in the race for the league title.
Western won the second game, dropping the Loggers
back to second place The cloublcheadci was played at
Tacoma's Norman Davis Field while UPS' Burns Field,
victim of severe rainstorms during the winter, was being
readied for action.

Athletic Mejiturs—CoulcI these smiles mean possible
athletic success next year? Basketball coach Wally
Erwin, standing, and football coach John ileinrick will
spend a busy summer recruiting athletes. Offers of
summer jobs will help greatly in the recruiting of
top athletes.
Secenteen

Alumni Notables.*
News of Former Classmates

Weddings

...

The ALUMNUS extends congratulations
to the following newly-weds: Mr. and Mrs.
Dave Purchase (Sally Jo Riewalci); Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Schinnell, Jr. (Carroll Forgey);
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Reed (Shirley Herbert); Mr. and Mrs. William Wohimacher
(Evelyn Parke); Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Corey
(Patricia Clinton); Mr. and Mrs. Donald
May (Peggy Hay); Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Ochs (Mary Jane Barnes); Mr. and Mrs.
Marvin Denny (Carlene Kembel).
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bernal (Barbara Ann
Moore); Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Schalk (Helen
Stieler); Mr. and Mrs. Richard Buxton (Jean
Dix); Mr. and Mrs. James Wilcox (Veronica
Malifern); Mr. and Mrs. Richard Engels
(Hazel Nortman); Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Barton, Jr. (Ethel Peterson); Mr. and Mrs.
David Trochim (Beth Scott); Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Coykendall (Irene Hoza); Mr. and
Mrs. Harold Stafford (Barbara Crabb).

Deaths
The Alumni office has received notice of
the death of the following Alumni of the
University of Puget Sound: Miss Bernice
Dale, for several years secretary in the main
olEce of the Tacoma Public Library; Rev.
Frank R. Gillett; Hartvic Bruun; Mrs. Mary
Thomas Tull; Alfred B. Gruetter, musician
and piano technician; Frank Turner, retired
editor and publisher of the Ilwaco (Wash.)
Tribune and former Raymond, Wash., postmaster; Claude Carey Calavan, Vancouver,
Wash., civic leader; Stanley R. Smith; Katherine McConron Broberg.
Notice was also received of the death of
Leo Frank, former UPS athletic director,
football and track coach.

The Talk

on Campus
Loan Funds Depleted

(Continued from page 3)
President Thompson announced recently that the
supply of loan funds available for students has been
depleted. He expressed hope that friends of the university would help to replenish the funds as they have in
the past. "This is an emergency situation which has
arisen because of the increased number of loans to students and increased enrollment," said Dr. Thompson.
"I don't want to see good students drop out due to lack
of funds," he said, "but this will happen to some without
aid of additional financing. We could loan an additional $15,000 in the spring semester if it were
available."
Typical loans are repaid in a year, and they average
$300-$400. The money is used generally for tuition and
room and board. Summer work is one means of repayment, and many pay it back with earnings after
graduation.
All told, there is $64,000 out in loans to students.

Brown & Haley Lectures .
"Human Nature and Political Systems" was the
title of this year's Brown and Haley Lectures at UPS.
Dr. Hadley Cantril, chairman of the Institute of International Social Research in Princeton, N.J., was the
featured speaker for the series of lectures beginning
April 11 and continuing through April 13.
The titles of the lectures, given by the scholar in
sociology and psychology, were "Some Political Consequences of Being Human," "The Quality of Political
Awareness," and "Pressures and Possibilities."
Eighteen

'14
Emory Lathrop li"es in Marysville,
Wash., and may be contacted through the
Lathrop Realty Agency. . . . Mrs. L. B.
(Annie) Hathaway is now living at 14711
N.E. 10th Ave., Route 7, Vancouver, Wash.

'18
Jessie Scotton Omstead lives at 207 No.
Anderson St., Ellensburg, Wash. After
teaching in the Ellensburg school system for
several years, she is now a busy housewife,
mother and grandmother.

'19
Lois Reta Hathaway Dighton lives at
1406 Black Court, Richland, Wash. She
was a teacher for several years.

'22
Frances Swayze has been re-elected to
the Washington State Legislature. She's
also the admissions counselor at UPS.
Helen Monroe Wolf's son David was a starting member of the UPS basketball team.
Dave, a sophomore pre-law students, also
is a member of the UPS tennis team and an
honor student.

'23
LOST ALUMS—Valborg M. Bailey,
Madge Callahan, Mary E. Dover, Herbert
Edgar, Margaret Fawcett, John B. Gustin,
Hanna Amalia Hansen, Irene Johnson, Mrs.
John Kelly, Mrs. J. H. McCammon, Belle
B. Parker.

'24
LOST ALUMS—Enoch H. Alexson, Ebba
Aurora Carison, Clyde J. Deegan, Mrs.
Emma Fretz, Mildred Gillies, Mildred Mae
Harper, Lucile J. Keller, John Lester Lucas,
Mrs. William C. MacAuley, Dr. Edgar B.
Pease.

'25
LOST ALUMS—Charles W. Anderson,
Harold E. Blanton, Mrs. A. B. CaIdwell, Kenneth C. Danstrom, Harry Enoclis, Robert
S. Flavel, Pauline R. Gay, Alma Hansen,
Averill E. Isenhart, Hazel J. Johnson.

'26
The new Port Townsend (V/ash.) High
School gym has been named in honor of
Bruce Blevins, Sr.
LOST ALUMS—John Aitchison, Mrs.
Marcus Baker, Evelyn E. Carr, Harold G.
Dean, Mrs. john 0. Engeman, Mrs. Wayne
A. Fitzgerald, Clarence Gilbert, William
Hill, Mrs. Cyrus D. Jones, John E. Kelley.

'27
LOST ALUMS—Bernice Arnette, Mrs.
Earl H. Bailey, Ila Chapman, Boris M.
Dakershoff, Fay Anita Engbretsen, Retta
Fancher, Florentino Gallero, Roy M. Hagen,
Helen Jenkins, Eunice Keith.

'28
LOST ALUMS—Santiago Arcala, Earline
Billings, Mrs. Paul A. Chadwick, Winifred
F. Dove, Julia Freund, Mrs. Carl J. Giers,
Marvin L. Hall, James Kincade, Myra Lancaster, Mrs. L. E. McCormick.

'29
Mrs. E. G. Chuinard (Winifred Goff) is
a state legislator in Oregon. Son Robert is a
pre-uicdical student at UPS.
LOST ALUMS—S. Lynne Anderson, Irving Parker Bean, Maximo A. Caday, Josephine Day, Mrs. Helen Ellsworth, George
P. Firth, Loretta B. Grass, Edgar Haley,
Ebba-Jane Irwin, Jesse Clarence Jensen.

'30
The Tacoma School Board recently
named the football field at the new Mount
Tahoma High School in honor of one of its
board members, Frank Gillihan. . . . Dave
Ferguson is superintendent of the Tacoma
City Light. . . . Gordon Alcorn, head of
the UPS science department, has completed
more than 20 years of service on the UPS
faculty.
LOST ALUMS—Charles Afdem, Gerald
Ball, Joe Cornish, Dan Darrow, Edgar
Eikenberry, Margaret Fitzgerald, Monico
Corospe, Fred Louis Hardin, Mrs. Helen
T. Jetter, Mary Patricia Kane.

'31
J. D. (Don) Shotwell, former UPS footbaIler, is now a prominent Tacoma contractor as well as a member of the UPS
hoard of trustees....Charles F. Lappen.
busch is the athletic director at Western
Washington State College. He was head
football coach at Western for many years.

• . Albert D. Rosellini is still employed
by the state of Washington as a result
of his recent re-election to the governorship.
LOST ALUMS—Alvin Aosvad, Louis
Bankhead, Ellen Monroe Chapman, Mrs.
Thomas L. Donohue, Yvetta Eisbert, Mrs.
Bert C. Farrelly, Lee Graves, Wallace James
Hamilton, Josephine Brockway, Bruce M.
Johnson.

'32
LOST ALUMS—Mrs. Alfred Baker,
Franklin Case, Kenneth Davis, Gladys
Fisher, Leon Garnet, John Jinye Hayatsu,
Alfred Jessup, William A. Kellogg, John
Lamb, George MacCulkch.

American Football League commissioner.
Joe Foss, World War II hero, is Woodard's
boss in the nation-wide pro football circuit.
Ed Havel is a Tacoma fireman. Son
Toni graduated from UPS last June and is
now in the Air Force. Kristine, Tom's oldest
daughter, is slated to graduate from UPS this
June.
Mrs. Ruth DeSpain Ayling, 923 So. 24th
Ave., Yakima, has two boys and is teaching
Home Economics in the Yakinia school
system.
LOST ALUMS—Charles E. Asbury, Teodorico Bensnag, Kathleen C. Cady, LeRoy
Eggleston, Robert J. Farley, Pedro Gaudia, Paul N. Harmer, Mrs. Vera Skoglund,
Mrs. Florence Kalanquin, Arnold Leuenberger.

'33
Bob Hurworth's son, Sam, played with
the 1960 University of Washington Rose
Bowl football champions.
LOST ALUMS—Anastacio Abalos, Arlyle
Ball, Rayrnundo Cabanilla, L. Dagang,
Mabel M. Frornmes, James L. Garrard, Elizabeth Harriet Hamilton, Ross Hill, Harry
S. Iseri, Leo Jablonski.

'34
Bernie Brotman recently opened branch
stores of his clothing business in Seattle and
Renton. Son Jeff is a freshman at UPS.
Pat Steele is a Tacoma lawyer and former
district attorney. He also serves as co-commissioner of the local American Legion summer baseball program. . . . Stan Bates is
director of athletics at Washington State
University.
Fred Stockbridge is teaching business
education at Tacoma's Wilson High School.
Erna Watts Bence is farm editor and
news reporter for the Tacoma News Tribune.
• . . William LeVeque was elected president of the Tacoma Public Library board
of trustees. Bill is a Tacoma attorney.
Dayton Finnigan has been elected president
of the Tacoma Rotary Club.
LOST ALUMS—Cesarlo Agustin, Glenn
S. Baldwin, Narciso Cacabelos, Winston
Emory Davidson, Earl Kendall Enochs,
Mary Ellen Forrest, Mrs. Ben Gates, Herbert W. Hammaker, Mrs. Andrew Isocson,
Chester Karbo.

'35
jimmy Ennis is director of athletics for
Everett Wash., public schools....Jim
Montgomerie, Sr., is an insurance broker in
Tacoma. Son Jim, Jr., is a freshman at UPS
and played on the junior varsity basketball
team.
LOST ALUMS—Wilma Adams, Betty
Bankhead, Max James Chard, Peter M.
Dale, William H. Fuller, Carl J. Giers, Joe
P. Halley, Earl Ingham, David D. Jeklin,
Paul Kohler.

'36
Richard Dale Smith, Dean of Students at
UPS and chairman of the Governor's Expenditures Advisory Council of Washington
State, has completed more than 20 years
on the UPS faculty. Son Dave is a junior
at UPS. . . . Milt Woodard is the assistant

'37
George Pollock, former UPS basketballer,
is a Tacoma dentist.
LOST ALUMS—Mrs. Arthur W. Baker,
Ralph Dungan, Sidney W. Eisenbeis, Iris
Fear, Robert W. Jackson, Lt. Edward McClelland Keys, John George Lind, Henry
Magnussen, Fred Parker, George W. Reed.

'38
Vaughn (Stuffy) Stoffel imparted his
football knowledge to son Paul well because
Paul was chosen to the all-state center position while performing for West Bremerton
High School last fall. . . . Jess Dawkins
is a teacher at Eatonville (Wash.) High
School. Son Jesse is a freshman at UPS.
LOST ALUMS—Marshall Allen, Floyd
L. Bowen, Mrs. Don Compton, Ray J. Dexter, Chester W. Easton, Mrs. William A.
Field, Howard A. Gerbig, Horace Hardgrove, George W. Jackson, Patrick Kelly.

'39
Rich Rowe is coaching football at Edmonds (Wash.) High School and is a member of the Washington State High School
Coaches' Association executive board. Rich's
son, John, is a senior at Edmonds.
Helmut Jueling, Tacoma, was elected to the
Washington State Legislature. . . . Erling
Tollefson, Tacoma attorney, was selected
as "Man of the Year" by his Knights of
Pythias lodge. Erling received the award in
recognition of his outstanding service to the
local juvenile court. • . . Frances Chubb
has conipleted more than 20 years on the
UPS faculty.
LOST ALUMS—Jack Ahrens, Ruth Ballard, Mrs. T. F. Carlin, Ralph Diven, John
S. Fowler, Mrs. Richard K. Gould, Delores
Violet Hargett, Norma L. James, Mrs. Ned
W. Kimball, Norman L. Larsen.

'40
Larry Ragan is coaching at Templeton
(Calif.) High School. . . . Marcia Woods
Shannon is society editor for the Tacoma
News Tribune.
LOST ALUMS—Ira Alexander, Martha
Barnett, Carl E. Carlson, Rubie Dauphin, Bert Eldred, Mrs. Leo Fahley, Mrs.
S. K. Gillespie, George Hager, Nancy M.
Jones, Mary. Kesler.
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'41
Wilbur Baisinger, a speech professor at
UPS, will study speech correction at the
University of WJashington this summer under
a Danforth Summer Study Grant.
Muriel Woods Henderson and husband
Lawrence ('42) have lived in the Portugese province of Angola for 15 years as
Congregational missionaries....Eleanoi Warne is carrying on Christian Education
programs with youth in Japan.
LOST ALUMS—Orval Anderson, Rosalie
Bauerle, John K. Clifford, Mrs. Robert P.
Dille, Osman Erickson, Edgar H. Grahn,
Mrs. William Hawkins, Muriel J. Jackson,
Barbara Kane, Dorothy R. McBride.

LOST ALUMS—Ceorge S. Allen, John
Luther Campbell, Lucille Doty, II. Judith
Fairchild, Donald Gessaman, Ruth Hartley,
Robert Jolly, Eileen Kincadi, W. Everett
Lowther, Roberta Mohoffey.

'45
Frank Price has been named as the prilicipal for Mount Tahoina Fligh School, Tacomas newest, which is schedulc'cl to open
this fall. . . . Rosemary Salley Layson
is home at 1771 Poplar Drive in Walnut
Creek, California.
LOST ALUMS—Wayne Anderson, Dorothy Backlund, Marjorie Bentley Carisen,
Carol Detering, Donald Ervin, Eleanor
Francis, Arthur Eugene Gravatt, Earl hansIcr, John Jarbue, George Lutz.

'42
Bill McLaughlin, former UPS athlete who
has compiled a long unbeaten string as
Lake Washington High School grid coach,
has given up the football post and will devote his time to the LWHS athletic director ship. Incidentally, Bill's son, Jock, made one
of the high school All-American football
teams. Jock is also the state prep shotput
champion. . . . Ed Bucsko is officiating
local football and basketball games.
Charles Newschwander has been elected to
the Washington State Legislature.
LOST ALUMS—Lee Amidon, Philip
Bowman, Clinton Campbell, Wesley Gale
Davidson, Lt. Eugene R. Hall, Richard
Kohler, Virginia Marinoff, Frank Norris,
Charles L. Pratt, Donald Reid.

43
Bill Tucker, former UPS halfback and
trackster, is assistant sales manager for General Motors of Argentina with headquarters
in Buenos Aires. Bill and family visited the
homefolks in Tacoma in April. . . . Lynn
Alexson works for Sherwin-Williams Paint
Company in Oakland, California. He enjoyed seeing Richard Dale Smith at the
Seattle-Tacoma airport recently. Lynn and
his wife, the former Mildred DeSpain, have
three daughters.
LOST ALUMS—Rupert Anderson, Wil.
lard F. Bellman, Henry Cole, Wayne Dameron, Tom Eshelman,. Mary Elizabeth Fitz.
patrick, Robert Gibbs, Betty Ann Halverson,
Albert Johnson, Jr., Marguerite Kath.

'44
Jack Beer is director of athletics at Tacoma's Wilson High School. . . . Odeena
Jensen may he reached through Anierican
Dependent Schools in Korea, APO 301, San
Francisco, California. . . . Ethel Peterson
Barton is at home at 18832 Toggle Ave.,
Cupertino, California....Dr. William
H. Strenstrom resides at 225 Dapple Way,
Eugene, Oregon. . . . Aldo J. Beaedctti
has been named acting director of Tacoma's
public utilities. He also retains his titic' as
superintendent of Tacoma City Water, lIe
and wife, Norma, live at 2406 No. Pugc't
Sound, and have three sons, Thoiniis,
Richard and Robert.

Twenty

'46
LOS'F ALUMS—LaVerne llarris. Jean
Johnson, Jean Westbrook, Jack Anderson,
Pennell Backhoff, Archie Carlson, Marjorie
Dawson, Marie Eldorris, Arlene Ferrier,
Ernest Goodner.

'49
Holly Gee is bead l)aseball coach at
Cluver Park High School in suburban Lakewood. . . . Max (Mick ) DuBois, who is
teaching at 'lacomas Stad i u in lii gb School,
is feeling much better folhwing recent surgery.....ic Martineau is a muht.r of
the Taconia police forcc' ( jeepers, it cop)
and, in his spare time, officiates basketball
gaines. . . . Emery Watte is football and
baseball coach at El Segundo ( Calif. ) Fl igh
School. . . . Bob Fincham, having given
up coaching, has timrmmecl to basketball oflienit ing. Bob is teaching at Bethel I ligI i
School in snburhaum Spoiawiiv....Dick
Perkins is teaching ('fern em itirv school children in time Mom oil l)iahlo Uuiliedl School
District. He resides at 1243 Craig l)rive,
Couccos ci, Calif orn ía.
LOST ALIJMS—\Irs. Frances Swenson
Anderson, Bernard Bacimhoff, James E. Carpenter, Lorraine NI. I)ahi, William l)elomms
Shirley Emmert, I)ulemii P. Faicoiier, Mary
Margaret Flanagan, Don Gavin, Violet
ilaherling.

'50
'47
Tom Cross is supervisor of recrc'at lull for
Pierce County. . . . Bill Madden is
teacher and football coach at N 101 ut Rainier
High School in south Seattle.......illiam
0. Causin is the new manager of property
management and insurancc' dlepartucent for it
Tacoma coni mercia I a nd mdi 1st rial i c-alt r.
Bill, wife Janis, and children Bill, Jr., and
Jean reside at 3715 No. 331d St.
LOST ALUMS—Ton Barker, Joan Christenson, Alec Daly, Mrs. Donald J. Fay,
Joan Cazeeki, Rhoda Iluzen, joiinifa Ledford, Nadine McCleary, Hazel Evelyn
Parson.

'48
Leroy Ostransky, an associate professor
of music theory at UI'S, recently published
a hook called The Anotonmy of Jazz. Plans
now call for him to conduct a jazz course
on a Seattle television station ( KI NC-TV)
this suinmc'r. UPS will oiler credit to viewers
who take the TV course. Leroy will also do
research this summer in California oil ('fleets
of radio and advertising in the 1930s on
consumers of Popular music.
Don Ileseiwood is coaching the Fort
Lewis, Washington, post basketball team.
- Grant Mortenson, head of the English
department at Springfield ( Ore. ) I ugh
School, has been awardc'd a John Hay Fellowsliip for it years study at one of sis
American universities....Patricia Mason
Nisbet is residing at 2687 Siiii.sta Road,
Berkeley, C lifornia....Richard Eckert
has been appointed district manager of the
Portland branch of CIBA Ph aria acenti cal
Products Inc. He is married, has live ciu1clrun, and lives at 1025 N.E. 108th St.,
l'ortland, Oregon.
LOST ALUMS—Margaret Louise Allen,
Dwight Cormack Baker, Lawrence J. Christensen, Don Dahlquist, Emma Jean Espeland, Barbara Faith, Paul Hanson, Marjorie
Jack, William Kearns, Patricia Lawiur.

Ing Thompson is in the phato-eugr.iviug
humsnmess locally. . jack Ilcinrick takes
over as golf co;icli at 1,coio,is Stadmiiuim
11 i,gle School this spring. Jack is the higl uis.
smmeccssfmml coach of the Sloliion basketball
ea 01 ....Joe Mali oski is t cad iii g am I
cuachiiuig irt Scattles 1,iiico]ui I ligh School.
Frank Peterson is head Of tue si cii i1 ips
ii) 'paiti nei mt at U PS....I-I amId Si monson,
head of the UI'S En glisl 1 lie i I rIm) mci it, recently puhlisl ied it book—(. ross C urreuils.
Donald H off Ii as been iii ii it eli sales
representative in the N ort I i\V( st I or the
Stirmk'v Tool Con Pliny. i)on reurli's in TacOma with his wife and three children.
Pete Basich WaS niinedl the outstandjag young man of 1960 by the Junior Chamber of Commerce of Coos Bay, Oregon. He
is manager of the Consolidated i"reightways
jim Coos Bay. . . . Charles Horn is teachnig Science at Tac'ommma's Wilson Hi ghi
School.
Clay huntington has resigned his post as
the 'hac'omua Giants ( P.cific Coast l.cagime
publicity director because of press of hmisiness. Clay, who has it h)cal advertising
agency 1 earmg his name, rc'centiv went cam
the air with his KLAY-l"NI radio station.
}'lans cliii for AM broadcasting in the nottoo-distant Ii itmi re.
LOST ALUMS—Riley Allen, Mrs. Jack
Babbit, Amos Cambric, Jr., Toni Fred
Eck.strom, Daniel Franklin, Clarence Gotchy,
l)aniel Jacques, Alfred Kapsteina, Harriet
I-lames, James Whitney Lantz.

'51
Ed Notley is teaching in Burlingame,
California....Bruce (Bud) Blevins is
football and basketball coach at Vasbon
High School. . . . Bob Angell is a prodlucc
buyer in the Los Angeles area. . . . Bob
Ryan is teacher and football coach at Puyallop Fligh School. . . . Roger Ringstad is
teacher and basketball coach at Mount
Vernon (Wash.) High School. . . . Alice

Snodgrass Blattner lives at (1407 Greenwood.
Morgan Barofsky is among
Seattk
the to1) golfers in San Francisco.
LOST ALUMS—Paul A. Almburg, Robert
Caleb Ball, Robert Bendzak, Robert Caillier,
Ceraki Daley, Bernard Dolie, Harry Edmoncison, I)aniel William Fermo, Raymond
Gillespie, Richard Hays.
.....

'52
Dick Boyle has been transferred by the
phone company from Tacoma to take over
all phone activities for the Century 21 ExpoTed Kintz is head
sition in Seattle
baseball coach at lacomas Stadium High
School. . . . Roald Reitan signed it Metropolitan Opera contract after winning regional and national honors. . . . Eugene
Brown has been assigned by Lenkurt Electric Company to its Atlanta, Ga., field office
Jack Fabulich
as senior sales engineer
officiated in the recent Class A state high
school basketball tournament held in the
Fieldhouse.
Roger Covert is teacher
and basketball coach at Langley (Wash.
High School. . . . Paul Names is still play
ing basketball in the Pierce County recreation league. He lives in Poyallup.
Dr. Martin B. Johnsen has opened an
Vic
osteopathic office in lacoma
Farber is teaching English at Tacoma's Stathorn High School. . . . George Sahlin.
Jr., is a new assistant vice-president of the
Alaska Airlines
Maurice Halleck is
teac hei a iid bask etl)all coach at S an NI arc )s
High School in Santa Barbara, California.
LOST ALUMS—Harvey Aft. Robert
Baldwin, Beverly Jean Cameron, Mrs. Kenneth Dc Rosier, Douglas Eagan, Robert
Allen Fasig, Mack Gardner, Herbert Hall,
Charles Everett Jackson, Herbert Deais
Keller.
....

....

...

....

....

'53
Bill Day is playing recreation basketball
in Olympia. . . . John Sinkovich is teaching science at Tacoma's Wilson High School.
- . . William E. Legacy, Jr., is the new
manager of the UI'S Data Processing DepartThomas Swayze, Jr., immediate
nient
past president of the Pierce County Young
Republicans Club, has been ekctecl third
vice-president of the Washington State RePublicans 1"edcration.
LOST ALUMS—Tom Allen, John Lewis
Barta, Richard Criggs Christensen, Norman
Edward I)awson, Edward Eastman, Marleen
Funk, Mrs. Maria Angles Geller, Robert
Hayden, Mildred Jensen, Mrs. Donald
Kempton.
....

'54

'59

'55
Margaret Heinrick is teaching at Tacomna'5
Curtis High School. . . . Joe Stortini is
taking night classes at UPS along with John
Marvin. Joe is teaching and coaching at
Tacoma's \Vilson High School and John
is teaching at Tacoma's Stewart Junior High
School, John is also the UPS assistant basketball coach.
LOST ALUMS—Judith Karen Anderson,
Beverly Jeanne Bergt, Floyd Clark, Frank
Calvin Davidson, Marlene ha Eide, Carnette Fansam, John W. Griffith, Jr., Robert
Charles McClananhan, Leroy Nevin, Luana
Reyes.

'56
Bob Ehrenheim, back from exchange
teaching in Germany, is track coach at Tacomas Mason Junior High School. . . . If
you get in trouble with the law in Seattle,
you might meet up with Carol Hahn who
has been it policewoman for the past four
years.
LOST ALUMS—Mavis Rutb Edensward,
Patricia Anne De Vine, Donald Lee Chew,
Carol Louise Barr, Forrest H. Anderson,
Mrs. Adeline Garland, Sally Hammond,
Sumiko joyner, Laura O'Connell, Katherine
Polo.

`57
jack Brattus, who lives in Renton, keeps
in shape by playing recreation basketball
Barbara Moore
with it Renton team
Bernal's nc\v home is at 128 Laurel St., San
Carlos, California.
LOST ALUMS—Marian Louise Breum,
Nola Cerkaji, Robert Dalton, Robert Cooper
Evans, Thomas Farrell, William Greene,
Hal Jarcleen, Donna Louise May, Helen
Lewis Harper, l)elbert W. Kirkpatrick.
....

'58
Ken Marsolais is teaching at Tacoma's
Rich HammerCurtis I ligli School
niaster was in Tacoma briefly in February.
He is stationed at Hamilton Air Force Base
and is due to be released from the service
this sunmiu'r. He hopes to land it teaching
position in the Northwest. . . . Dale Wirsing is it reporter for the Tacoma News
Tribune and is also teaching English in the
UI'S extension school at Fort Lewis.
Dennis Heinrick is teaching and coaching
Don
at Blame (Wash. High School
Parsons is teaching and coaching at North
Kitsa p Hi gli Scli eol in Pon Isbo, Washingtomi. . . . Don Droettboom is teaching
it Clover Park thigh School in suburban
Betty Snodgrass MelachI,akewood
kov lives at 814 Florence Road, Killeen,
Don Moseid played on the
Texas
Tacoma Peclerson Fryer basketball team
which finished second in the state AAU
tourney.
LOST ALUMS—Ruth Arashino, Donald
Babbitt, Kenneth Campbell, Harvey 1)ean
1)enton, Robert Erickson, Michael Fabre,
Edward Dickinson Kimball, Jr., Bette Ann
Munson, Joseph Sheehy, Robert Warren
Taylor.
....

)

....

Daun Olson is teaching at Tacoma's Curtis High School. . . . Lloyd Pugh is
cc)aching track at Port Orchard High School.
Mike Cranston is taking post-graduate
studies at Gonzaga University in Spokane.
Dick Ballard is teaching at Riverside
junior High School in Pierce County.
Bob Loomis is coaching football at Woodland (Wash.) Fligh School.
Tom Names saw considerable basketball
action as a member of the Tacoma Pederson Fryers which finished second in the
state AAU tournament. He is a member of
the Puget Sound National Bank. . . . Claude
McFarlane is studying medicine at the University of Washington. . . . Cheryl Zumwalt is now secretary to Dr. Thompson. She
was manager of the UPS Student Center before moving to Dr. Thompson's office.
Carroll Whylie is teaching at Tacoma's
Baker junior High School.
Winifred Sandberg is located at the Shanta Bhawan Hospital in Kathmandu, Nepal.
She is serving in the hospital laboratory as a
technician. Winnie has been helping out
with the Tibetan refugee clinics. With a
short vacation coming up, she hopes to go
mountain-climbing. Winnie has been teaching, through an interpreter, student nursing
to the Nepalese. She sends word that it is
'good to be a UPS alum .. even though
they's c climimeged the name."
LOST ALUMS—James Lowell Adams,
Helen Barker, Donald Edward Clausen,
Fred Merle Emrie, Jr., Jacqulyn Failor, Joanne Gail Cibson, Lawrence Jack, Gail Ann
Keplar, Stephen LeRoy Harris, Robert
Martin Reinstrom.

John Mitchell has been taking post-graduate courses at UPS. He will be the first
dramatics teacher ever at Peninsula High
School in Gig Harbor, Wash. . . . Rod
Hoepner is the new manager of the Valu\Iart Insurance company in Spokane. . . Don Francin is coaching at Portland's new
John Marshall High School. . . . Boyd
Lyle has been commissioned in the Air
Force
econd Lt. Franz E. Neisson
recently comiiplcteci the Undergraduate
Navigator Training Course at James Conimally AFB, Texas.
LOST ALUMS—Lillian Cosgrove, Sheila
Dean, Carol Goodno, Albert Howenstein,
Marilyn Lee Jeter, Curtis Lancaster, Burney
Olson, Marjorie Peterson, Marjorie Reger.
.....

....

Sid Names, who lives in Puvaihip, played
in the Pierce County recreation basketball
%Varren Moyles coached the
program
l'acoma Pederson I'ryers to second place in
the state AAU basketball t 0 rnuerit
LOST ALUMS—Donna Jean Bell, Dorothy Carlson, Mrs. Gerald Davis. Edward
Howard Ecliand, Edward Maurice Fitzger.
aid, Rachel Ann Garner, Mrs. Ella Hall,
Eugene Richard Johnson, J. Normal Ketel,
Earl W. Lester.
....

'61

....

Hazel Nortman Engels is a senior at the
University of \Vasbington. She is at home at
5247 N.E. 15th Street, Seattle.
LOST ALUMS—Mrs. Louis Boitano,
l)ora Dichtenmiller, Gail Eaton, Kenneth
Duane Leingang, Gary Nilsen, George
Schoenfeld, Robert Tauring, Edwin Vais
Tine, Richard Wagner, William Anthony
Zambela.

Twenty-one

Where Are The y

0

The UPS Alumni Association is seeking information and the addresses of these former students. If you have any
clues to their whereabouts or to changes in names of any of these listed here, the staff at 206 will he happy to hear
from you. This is a major part in strengthening the ties of our Alumni Association as well as providing an efficient
master address file.
1922
Ellis, Era May
Evans, Sara Rosena
Ferguson. Walter verne
Flanagan, Thomas J.
Francis, Wilma Rosene
Frees, Martha Marie
Giddings, Rayniond M.
Granger, Mrs. Sue
Grass, John William
Graves, \Varrick Eliott
Gruber, Harry C.
Harris, Mrs. James 0.
Haycox, Richard Ralph
Herber, William IsIclvin
Hilyard, Reginald C.
Huff, Alice Carsen
Johnston, Ronald B.
Kerr, H. Katherine
Kirkbride, James 'VVilhian
Kirki,atrick, Ralph Lloyd
La Mare, Hazen J.
Larson, Hilton Dewey
Lesperence, Albert W.
Macauley, Mrs. Charles
McCarthy, Clara C.
McCoy, Harry Otis
MacDonough, Walter M.
McKee, Alice
McNeil, Catherine
Martin, Dorothy F.
Miller, Clifford I.
Mills, Everett W.
Moser, Mehitta C.
Musket, Laurence D.
Palmer, Edith
Paulson, Paul Harold
Pearce, Mabel E.
Peterson, Estella Cecehia
Peterson, Harold
Pierce, Ward H.
Porter, Walter
Provoe, Paul Stanley
Quigley, Anna B.
Ra,n Flarnld
Reding, Marguerite Anne
Reynold, Boyd H.
Riste, Victor E.
Rudd, Frank R.
Ryan, James Earl
Santos, Julian Avenir
Scott, Harold Davidson
Sheffer, Lauren A.
Srnyth, Merritt N.
Spinney, William
Sokhck, Leon F.
Sundsteom, William J.
Storrey, Ethel M.
Stwalley, Calvin
Swanson, Herbert
Thompson, Ralph E.
Tope, Henry Paul
Trebes, Ezra Edwin
Young, William MacPherson
Youngberg, Oscar E.
Van Walker, Ernest LeRoy
Walker, Mrs. Clarence A.
Walters, Mrs. Ralph .
Westerman, George S.
Wheeler, Cornehia R.
Williams. Earl Aihert
Wilson, Claire Alice

1923
Bailey, Valborg M.
Beeman, Esther
Beattie, David G.
Bell, Louise
Brooks, Mrs. Rosa M.
Brown, Roxana
Callahan, Madge
Christianson, Elmer
Dover, Mary E.
Dow, Ethel
Edgar, Herbert
Ellis, Lester Morris
Ericson, Howard Carl
Fawcett, Margaret
Gustin, John B.
Hansen, Hanna Amalia
h-luff, Effle
Johnson, Irene
Jones, Cyrus D.
Kelly, Mrs. John
MeCamnion, Mrs. J. H.
Morris, Mrs. Mary Ella
Parker, Belle B.
Peterson, Marie L.
Sherwood, Henrietta

Twenty-two

Sorrneveld, Alberta C.
Stringer, Gertrude A.
Stout, Mildred
Tolrutino, Angel P.
Wilder, Raymond D.
1924
Alexson, Enoch H.
Anderson, Gladys Christine
Apling, Mrs. Sarah E.
Avarientos, Z. Eugenio
Carbon, Ebba Aurora
Clark, Florence K.
Collins, Mrs. Norris W.
Crosby, J. Grisdale
Deegan, Cl'vdr John
Devarde, 1-larold
Fretz, Mrs. Emma
Gillies, Mildred
Graves, Luretta
Gudn,undsrn, Alphid Cornelia
Hauer, Mildred Mae
Hecistron,, Audrene Charlotte
Hedstrom, Dsvight G.
Hilhiard, Leslie J.
Hunt, Evelyn
Keller, Lucille J.
Kinney, Sue Elizabeth
Lucas, John Lester
MacAuley, Mrs. William G.
Monty, George B.
Morris, Katherine W.
l'ease, Dr. Erigar Bishop
Perkins, Virginia
Phillips, Harry L.
Richardson, Telbert
Schrader, Arthur E.
Shipley, Alberta Verona
Short, Miriam C.
Smith, Dorothy A.
Standring, Frank H.
Thnman, Margarite
Thompson, Mathew H.
Thornton, Mrs. Sibyl Eileen
Wallace, Nellie H.
Washburn, .4mm
Yoshioka, Reverend Srimei

1925
Anchu'rson, Charles W.
Anderson, Viola Belle
Andrus, Frederick L.
Blanton, Harold E.
Brace, Lois I.
Brooks, Mrs, L.
Brown, Mrs. D. B.
Brown, Frances
Broven, William H.
Bryant, Jessie Mary
Butchart, Charles
Calclwell, Mrs. A. B.
Christine, Dr. Chadwick Wilson
Cook, Ernest J.
Danstrom, Kenneth C.
Delamarter, Frank A.
Donahue, Mary Rose
Enoehs, Harry
Erh, Fred Charles
FIavel, Robert S.
Francis, Arthur Dwight
Gay, Pauline R.
Gerh,'rick, Esther L.
Goldberg, Mover
Gordon, Russ L.
Guptil, Marjorie
Flansen, Alma
Harrison, Airline Madele
Henry, Ethel
Henry, Frank
Henton, Rayburn
Hoyer, George II.
Isenhart, Averill E.
Johnson, Hazel J.
Jones, Wilfred
Julayco, Juan
Kernigham, Edith C.
Libby, Margaret
Mackey, Harold C.
Mathis, Jess
McAnuilly, James
McCorkh,', Agnes C.
Miller, helen Shirley
Minsch, John C.
Morris, Helen C.
Niemi, Elmer J.
Peers, Dorothy L.
Peterson, Maynard L.
Pomikola, John
Randol, Mrs. Wilma A.

Raudebaugh, Ted
Richards, Mrs. Emma
Purdy, Richard C.
Rogers, Mabel
Rognan, Astrid
Rose, Marion E.
Ross, Ernest B.
Russell, Alysse M.
Sharp, Mattic G.
Sn,ith, Nona C.
Snyder, Harold C.
Swanson, Arthur II.
Swindlanil. Olaf
Thompson, Mrs. Charles M.
Tlsoiiipsoii, Mrs. Mat
Tidcl, Stela
Trotz, ?'larjiirie B.
vinsisn, Carol J.
Westl,rook, harrison
Wrstman, sIrs . slaigrry
White, Mrs .1' hihip
Wight, Douglas T.
Wilson, Genevieve C.
Wolner, Clarence J.
Wood, Guildford J.
1926
Aitchison, John
Bakrr, Mrs. Marcus
Blcvins, Bruce
Brown, Frank
Bryce, Marjorie
Bushell, Mrs. George A.
Evelyn E.
Carroll, Jerome
Chase, Mrs. Charles
Clark, Ava
Convis, Ida Belle
Dean, Harold C.
Dilley, boa Ellon,'lI
Duggan, Mrs. Miriam
Dunlap, Lillian E.
Engeman, Mrs. John 0.
Fitzgerald, Mrs. Wayne A.
Gilbert, Clarence
Glasgow, Joyce
Goidsinill,, Liis,ii'
Green, Thou, as J.
Griggs, Martha
Gun tIe, Win!
Hill, William
Hindman, Raymond S.
Holsini, Melvin
Howe, Jranetla
Hnf, Philip H.
HnIu'isen, Lassrenee
Huiuii1,hrevs, ishirt
Johnson, Mildred
Jones, Mrs. Cs ms D.
Kellc'y, John E.
King, Calusta
Lausgherg, hazel
Lauspher, h3en
Larsen, Mrs. John
Lees, Dommis
Linulseth, Emil
Little, Jane
Lucas, Mrs. Fred
Manley, Mrs. J. C.
Martiuuseuu, Mrs. Marie
MeCool, Charlotte
McG,'ehan, Gwu'ndolen
McKenzie, Nomnuan
Miller, NI rs. Harmon Baker
Mitchell, Janm.s
ivlorales, NI. Sergio
Pizarro, Loins
Richolson, Helen
Robin, Hosvarcl
Schenk, Mae
Sheffield, Ruby
Simpson, Olen
Smith, William A.
Smith, Mrs. William A.
Soderman, Anna
Sprague, Creil
Storey, Mrs. Julius B.
Tanner, Gladys
Thonipson, Mrs. F.
Van Horn, Amy
Van Horn, Thc'odora
Villafuerte, Vincent C.
Virges, Helen
Warnc'r, Mrs. H. A.
Watson, Margaret E.
White, Mabel E.
Wiesner, Thelma
Wilson, Mrs. Miller
Witenberg, Florence

Wivell, Minnie
Young, Alice L.
1921
Arnette, Berneice
Astroi,00io, Lasiriano
Baily, Mis. Earl II.
Baud, Mrs. Kenneth
l3ean,, Gladys
Beamish, Mrs. F. C.
Birtia,io, Marcos
Bri,ssn, Lloyd C.
l3r,vn. l)r. \V(,iclill II.
Brosvn. W. L(IsOis
Cliapiiiao. ha
Clsriiiy, Christina
Clater Ni hUe
Corv, \'ilsa
l)akrrshoff, Boris slichiaclsvitch
I )al cv, hazel
Davison. Ajiren
t)ickinson, Ecli,a L.
l)urkec. Mary Ellen
Engrhiretson, Faye Anita
handier, Betta
Fuller, Allin
Galliro, Florcnti,,o
Gush,,, Johis
Gitd,s, Grace
Giski, Srliist
Guernsey, \lerrille C.
Hagen, Boy M.
lIsle, FIned
Hitchcock, Dorothy
I-holmes, hhile i Violet
hlolnirs, Isahielle
hoyt, NIarylice
Jenkins, lIchen
Johnson, Paul
Jones, Carol llohlosvay
Joseph, Laiiia Mae
Keith,, Eunice
Koltsiirgh, Kenneth
Larsen, Lillian M.
L,irsoi i, Dr. Marvin 0.
Larson, Nellie H.
Leak, Lee
Len thud'. is! us. lii 'In rt J.
Luiudu1,uist, Ttuur,use Ida
N I ic! )ousalul. Di na Id
Nlarke,i, Mrs. Nellie Klenser
islarslnull. K.ute S.
Mason, Ls-la
Masses, Bart,,ira Heck
islartunson, \Vilfred
Nlu -Lell.iuiui . isles. h taroldine
isIill.iuui, Ban-I
Nigley, C.ne
Nelson, Alice
Nuuuuauu, lIsle Kable
Norman. hl,nold 11.
Park, R,insoui Leonard
h'arks, Mabel S.
Pearne, Clara
1','arson, Mrs. Emma
Phillips, Mrs. harry L.
l'ritd,ard. Geraldine
hlisIuiurulson, Wallace
Russell, Mrs. hh,urold
Siunuiielsuuuu, islahucI E.
Sclsesser, J ike
Setnvartz, Mrs. Nannie B.
St iii sd, NI arvuuu
Sn!! van, NI ildnud
'h'honupsurn, Anu tiler L.
Tlsuuuuitnnn, (;racr
'hilibitts. Fra,ukie
'holen thin, An into
Tyreu'hl, Gaylord E.
Vni Cleve, Violet Anne
Wesllc'y, Thelma Evelyne
Wryand, Richard
1928
Ashwill, Agnes
Arcala, Santiago
Billings, Erli,ue
Blackwell, James
B,irglehans, Francis
Butler, George Edgar
Butler, Gladys
Chadsvick, Mrs. Paul A.
Chappell, Charlotte
i)ovr, Winifred F.
Freund, Julia
Giers, Mrs. Carl J.
Green, Kathleen
Gsuildfnrd, Mrs. James T.
FlaIl, Marvin L.

JIa1veSta(1t. Ciminiings
lialvorson, Clarence
hawkins, Malwl
l-laubner. Midon,ia
llemingsvav. Hileri A.
Jiir(leau, Cueno Jose
Ji.riscn, Dora Anne
Johnston, Mrs. Barbara
J()ii(S Jane Elizabeth
Kiikade, James
Lancaster, Myra
Lunde, Helen
MrCorsiick, Mrs. L. E.
McI)oiigall, Neil
Miller, Alycro E.
Mordoch, Cohn
Parker, Charles Ashley
Peterson, Franklin Charles
Reid, Dorothy Lee
Soper, Edith
Super, Paul L.
Stewart, Una
Townsend, Dr. Lasvreue'e
Vaughan, Villiun R.
Wilson, Mrs. V. I).
Wortlungton, Leoris

1929
Anderson, S. Lynne
Bean, Irving Parker
Briggs, Elcliin
Burgess, Eldun
Cadav, Maxiiiio A.
Calahan, Di' l.ona
Carson, Morris
Castillo, Ray W.
Due, Josephine
Dominquey, flilarin V.
Ellssvorth, Mrs. Fli'leu
Everett, Charles Ulric
Firth, George P.
Flanders, Lenore
Funek, Ira
Grass, Loretta B.
Greever, Charles F.
Haley, Edgar
Hanibronk, Gordon
Hendrickson, George J.
Horn, Evalyn
Hughes, Sirs. Eleanor
Irwin, Ebba-Jane
Jensen, Jesse Clarence
Lella, Mrs. Anthony
Lewis, Ruth
MacLean, Julia
MeKean, Gertrude
Millnian, Sirs. H. A.
Mitchel, Sirs. Evetta
Nimori, Chiyoko
Norton, Donald
Norton, Edgar A.
Peterson, Russell W.
Phinney, Forbes
Pickering, Chester A.
Pollork, Dorothea
Robertson, Sirs. Alistair
Roberts, Sirs. Caroline W.
Rogers, Mrs. Ernest
Rohrhaugh, Leonard
Rolfe, Helen M.
Rostedt, Ruth L.
Scudder, Sirs. Blanche
Sh,in, Dorothy
Shase, Addison
Smith, Seahon
Thompson, Leonard
Tunison, Mrs. Collie
Topper, Eugene
Van Iloosen, Dorothy
Van Loon, Leisure
Loutzenhisr'r, John Richard
Van Noyes, Sirs. Si. H.
Votaw, Vernon
Williams, Sirs. Roy
Wilson, Lowell
Woodring, Cleo
1930
Afdein, Charles
Anderson, Virgil V.
Allsworth, Arthur Porter
Anderson, Gene
Arnsour, Dr. Paul S.
Arnises, Florencio A.
Ball, Gerald
Bankheacl, Sirs. Louis Si.
Barklev, Mrs. E. K.
Benjamin, Frank
Biehl, Gertrude Helen
Brewer, Carolyn
Bunch, Eva

Cornish, Joe
Coulter, William
Crosby, Mary
Crowky, Mrs. H. Ward
Darrow, Din
Dowel!, Clifford Crandall
Eikenberry, Edgar
Ellmger, Dr. George
Erickson, Ernest
Evans, S. Arnold
Fitzgerald, Margaret
Gorospe, Monici,
Graham, Helen
Granrud, Hazel
Grieves, Josephine
Groves, Mrs. Turah
llarclin, Fred Louis
Harniony, Mary 'I .
llawksworth, Rolla
Herbert, Robert
Hol,bes, Paul
Hofstetter, Arnold
Hulbert, Lyla
Huret, William
Jetter, Mrs. Helen T.
Johnson, Marion Louise
Jones, Mrs. Lydia E.
Kane, Mary Patricia
Kennedy, Ralph Emerson
Kidd, L. Eugene
Krangnes, Bert A.
Lathrop, Billie Jean
Laucher, Joseph Louis
Layne, Vernon H.
Law, Dr. John C.
Leach, Atherton
Lewis, Waldo
Long, Ruth E.
Morris, Mrs. John D.
Morrison, J. Thomas
Naess, John
Pollack, Frank
Rail, Blanche
Riggin, Mrs. Flerinun
Rush, Marjorie
Saturnino, Eligio Francisco
Smith, Dwight
Springer, Francis Edwin
Stevens, Esther
Swan, Daryl
Swanson, Hazel M.
Swanson, Margaret 0.
Taketa, Chiyoto
Tilton, Douglas
Waler, Alice
Williams, Helen M.
Zimmer, John A.

1931
Aosvad, Alvin
Arnette, Robinson Hughey
Ashley, Clara Belle
Bankhead, Louis
Bark, Darryl
Barnes, William C.
Barruga, Severino
Batacan, Basilie
Baum,inn, Gertrude
Bowl, Horace A.
Bolong, Mariano
Boyd, Robert
Buchanan, William
Burkhalter, Charles A.
Chapman, Ellen Monroe
Gory, Ross
Crisp, Evelyn L.
Crow, Miles
Dahlquist, Erina
Donohue, Mrs. Thomas L.
Eisbert, Yvetta
Euhsnk, Dawson
Farrelly, Mrs. Bert C.
Farstvedt, Leonard Carl
Felipe, Eduardo Valder
Fitch, Robert H.
Foren, Slilton W.
Fowler, Dorothy
French, Grace Janet
Graves, Lee
Guins, George Alexander
Hamilton, Wallace James
Harty, Mary
Hashiguchi, Kenji
Hayes, Eugene M.
Jams, Josephine Brockway
Johnson, Bruce M.
Johnston, J. Wesley
Kelly, Wendal
King, Clarence D.
Krebs, Lucy
Lesh, Lawrence

Lesh, Marvin Louise
Lloyd, Lucite I.
McCollom, Homer N.
McDowell, Mrs. Walter
McElroy, Charles B.
Pearson, Beatrice
Perfield, Margaret
Perkins, Maurine
Pervis, Spencer
Pringle, Mrs. James T.
Richardson, Mrs. H. B.
Hol,crson, Naomi
Santos, Augustme L.
Scanlon, Virginia Claire
Sekomoto, Suehiko
Shackleford, Lewis
Sipprell, Roy Logan
Soisit, A. Warde
Slaton, James Arthur
Smith, Charles
Spinning, George T.
Staniford, Jean
Stensrud, Ellen
Temple, Jack
Tyler, A. Baird
Walker, Nora Inglis
Wardall, Marshall
Weher, Mrs. A. R.
Whitfield, Isabelle Estelle

1932
Baker, Mrs. Alfred
Baldoria, Pedro L.
Bale, William Warren
Ballinger, Richard
Bassett, Edward
Berger, Mrs. Walter H.
Bloomquist, Irma
Brady, John J.
Busselle, Arthur
Case, Franklin
Clough, Mrs. Catherine M.
Coheen, Charlton Melvin
Collins, Mrs. A. C.
Cory, Mrs. Ross
Cox, Dorothy May
Cox, Marguerite Violet
Davis, Kenneth
Deal, L. L.
Domingo, Eistaguio
Doty, Reverend Lloyd Archie
Elsbi'ee, Walte, R.
Fisher, Gladys
Frost, Harold
Funkhouser, Mrs. William
Garnet, Leon
Geiger, Carroll Charles
Gilbert, Henry H.
Gonzales, Aleja
Gregory, Ruth
Cruwell, Elmer T. Jr.
Gunderson, Maurice
Hayatsu, John Jinye
Hayden, Robert M.
Hidy, A. Richmond
Hilleboe, Strand
Holmes, John E.
Jessup, Alfred
Johnson, Raymond
Jorgenson, Richard
Kellogg, William A.
Kendall, Twila
King, John Raymond
Kirkpatrick, Mrs. D. E.
Laguisma, Dorotio
Lamb, John
Ledesma, Alfredo
Lindstrom, Edwin C.
MacCulloch, George
Martin, Betty Buchanan
Matney, Spencer
Matsushima, Akira
McAfee, E. Ellen
McClure, Vance H.
McCune, Wilmot
McCurdy, Mabel
Meacham, Mrs. Jack
Meyer, Mrs. J.
Moody, Ellen Jean
Moseley, Jessie 0.
Patterson, Bernice
Pearson, Violet E.
Peralta, Segundo
Peffer, Doris
Ridley, Glenn
Sandy, Clody
Schlank, Mrs. R. E.
Seaton, Ruth
Sharp, Alice B.
Snow, Jay B.

Sussman, Leo
Telquist, Mrs. Clark V.
Teraoka, George K.
Thomas, Bruce
Tripp, Leonard
Tromer, Edward F.
Ulrich, Lloyd
Van Horn, Philip
Wingard, Frances
Wood, Carlton
Wright, Mary A.
Wright, Ralph
Zaragoza, Antero

1933
Abalos, Anastacio
Adams, Richard N.
Ball, Arlyle
Becker, Charles Edward
Bjerge, James
Bowler, Virginia Marie
Brown, Lois Marie
Buis, Harold
Cahanilla, Raymundo
Castro, Julio F.
Cather, John D.
Chase, Mrs. Emmett
Clark, Stanley Howard
Craft, Stanley W.
Crookes, Mrs. W. Darroch
Crosby, Alice Loretta
Crosby, Marion Isabel
Crothers, Wilbur James
Crow, Mrs. Donna F.
Cummings, Avery Duane Jr.
Cummings, Ralph Robert
Dagang, L.
Deaver, Lita
Davis. Howard Audubon
Disher, Elton Nye
Disher, Pearl Mary
Doane, Quinn Leonard
Eichinger, Walter A.
Frommes, Mabel M.
Fujita, Johnny Yoshiro
Garrard, James L.
Gellermann, William J.
Gillpatrick, Margaret Mary
Grieve, Phyllis Elaine
Groffrnan, Jeanette
Hamilton, Elizabeth Harriet
Hansen, Alice Pauline
Hansen, Cecelia J. B.
Hayes, Clifford Frederick
Hedbring, 011e Everet Sixten
Hegge, Dr. Edwin Martin
Hill, Ross
Holmes, Jack
Holing, Wayne
Iseri, Harry Sakaye
Itsuka, Midori
Jablonski, Leo
Johnson, Ralph
Kegley, Tom
Kerr, Fred W.
Kinkaid, Leonard
Lien, Elvin B.
Lindbeck, Helen
Marcus, Mrs. Martin
Morgan, Blanche L.
Morney, Einar
Murray, Mrs. Joseph W.
Niesen, Wallace C.
Nuttall, Lora Mae
Patacsil, Arnbrosio M.
Pettibone, Macian
Plummer, Alfred E.
Pratt, Mrs. Esther S.
Keyes, Tinioteo
Roderiguez, Mariano
Sanborn, Newman
Schultz, Mrs. Sophia M.
Serrano, Camilo S.
SeIzer, Voynne
Skreen, Arthur A.
Sylvester, Mrs. Edna Sievers
Swan, David A. Jr.
Tabar, Pelagic S.
Taylor, Arthur George
Taylor, Doris Craft
Teranishi, Kamenosuke
Thomas, Miles
Torio, Macario
Tucker, Edward
Valdepena, Jose
Viemes, Mariano
Walter, Margaret
Weiss, George
West, Margene F.
Whilt, Wesley E.
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The Class of '61, led by President Chuck Comeau, second from left, makes final plans for the
Ray Coniff concert to be sponsored by their class May 18. Proceeds will establish a perpetual
scholarship fund. Assisting are Gloria Stancich, Mark Hutchinson and LeRoy llintz, '59, who
is promotion manager. The photo at right shows the Ray Conifi ensemble in rehearsal.

May 12, 13—Spring Weekend
7:00 P.M., Friday, May 12. Coronation of the May
Queen will take place in the South Dining
Room of the Student Center.
7:30 P.M. Song Fest will follow the coronation.
7:00 P.M., Saturday, May 13. Spring Carnival will
be in the Outer Quad weather permitting.
Otherwise it will be held in the Women's Gym.

May 16—Senior Banquet
6:30 P.M. in the South Dining Room of the Student
Center. The banquet will be semi-formal.
Tickets will be $1.75. Limited reservations will
be accepted from alums.

May 18, 19—Commencement Weekend
8:00 P.M., Friday evening, May 18. The Ray Conniff
"Concert in Stereo".
The much heralded Ray Conniff "Concert in
Stereo" takes over our Fieldhouse on the night of
May 18 at 8:00 P.M. Conniff is the number one
record album seller in the nation.
A complete transformation will take place in
the Fieldhouse for this concert. Stereophonic equip-

ment valued at $30,000.00 is being installed in
addition to a complete lighting system. The system
utilizes twelve microphones, separate amplifiers
and speakers that surround listeners completely in
stereophonic sound.
Surprises in store include one of Conniffs
revolutionary styles using a vocal chorus as a section
of the orchestra, and also the introduction of a
recently discovered new instrument, the "Claviota."
Tickets range from $1.50 to $3.00. This is a
benefit concert sponsored by the Class of '61.
Proceeds will be used to establish a perpetual scholarship. It is the first time such a project has been
undertaken.
May 19, Saturday evening, is the Commencement
Ball to be held in the Student Center with the
orchestra of Johnnie Reitz. Ball tickets are
$2. 00 *
*If tickets are purchased for both evenings, the
cost of the Ball will be $1.00.

June 4—Graduation Day
10:30 A.M. Baccalaureate services at First Methodist
Church.
2:30 P.M. Graduation ceremonies at the Memorial
Fie Id house.

